INTEGRATED APPLIANCE

Infrastructure Built to Deliver the Ultimate All-In-One Experience

POWERFUL. SCALABLE. AFFORDABLE.

Integrated appliances from StoneFly offer a single storage box solution with the widest range of performance, storage capacity, and scalability. This “all-in-one” hardware architecture can support different types of enterprise-level storage drives with capacities ranging from terabytes to petabytes. This architecture can be used for storage, hyperconverged, or backup and disaster recovery systems. With our highly customizable configurations, we guarantee you won’t be stuck paying for storage that you don’t need.

Integrated appliances provide high plug-and-play capability for organizations and enterprises that desire a simple, but powerful solution.

GET STARTED TODAY

Build a highly scalable, affordable & efficient infrastructure for your storage, hyperconverged, or backup and disaster recovery project with StoneFly Integrated Appliances. For details, contact StoneFly sales.